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Stand Out from the Competition! How do actors sell
their personality? What does it take to make a lasting
impression? How can actors use their image to
achieve their dreams? The Actor's Guide to SelfMarketing answers all these questions and more.
With a background in acting and publicity, author
Carla Renata has gathered insider info and proven
tips to help actors create their own brand and utilize
it for success. With The Actor's Guide to SelfMarketing, you will learn how to: Highlight unique
traits and skills Distinguish yourself from the crowd
Market yourself through social media Angle for your
dream role And so much more! Renata's methods
have been tested and developed through her
branding and social media program, The Branding
Buddha, which has been taught online and privately,
as well as in group classes at top universities in the
United States. Along with tips from her program and
extensive background in the field, Renata uses
meditative practices and self-actualization to help
actors develop their public image and reach their
goals with clarity and intention. As she writes, "The
mind is everything. What you think, you will
become." With The Actor's Guide to Self-Marketing,
you'll be well on your way to becoming the actor you
really want to be and landing your dream roles.
Easy, do-able, down to earth ideas and suggestions
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for everyone to help save the planet. If you want to
save the planet, but your to-do list is already pretty
long and remembering your re-usable coffee cup
feels like a Herculean task, then this is the book for
you. Covering every aspect of our lives from the stuff
we buy and the food we eat, to how we travel, work,
and celebrate. This book provides stacks of
practical, down to earth ideas to slot into your daily
life, alongside a gentle kick up the butt to put your
newfound knowledge into action. Practical tips
include unsubscribing from all the tempting emails
that drop into your inbox with details of the newest
clothing range or the latest sale, and keeping a mug
next to your kettle to work out how much water you
actually need to boil each time, as over filling kettles
costs British households £68 million on energy bills
each year. Find out how to fit "sustainable living" into
your life, in a way that works for you. Change your
impact without radically changing your life and figure
out the small steps you can make that will add up to
make a big difference (halo not included).
A comprehensive guide to lodging, dining, shopping,
crafts, resorts, outdoor recreation, and museums in
Connecticut.
In today's world, the concept of leadership is
expanding and evolving daily. This concise
leadership guide is specifically focused on providing
experiential and applicable insight from two leaders
who have encountered unique approaches to their
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craft. The authors' intent is to provide ideas that will
improve leadership skills and positively influence
those who are leading teams.
Britain's best-selling and fully independent beer &
pub guide is back with updated listings for 2012.
The shocking and affecting memoir from a gold-star
widow searching for the truth behind her Green
Beret husband's death, this book bears witness to
the true sacrifices made by military families. When
Green Beret Bryan Black was killed in an ambush in
Niger in 2017, his wife Michelle saw her worst
nightmare become a reality. She was left alone with
her grief and with two young sons to raise. But what
followed Bryan's death was an even more difficult
journey for the young widow. After receiving very few
details about the attack that took her husband's life,
it was up to Michelle to find answers. It became her
mission to learn the truth about that day in
Niger--and Sacrifice is the result of that mission. In
this heartbreaking and revelatory memoir, Michelle
uses exclusive interviews with the survivors of her
husband's unit, research into the military leadership
and accountability, and her own unique vantage
point as a gold-star widow to tell a previously
unknown story. Sacrifice is both an honest,
emotional look inside a military marriage and a
searing investigation of the people and decisions at
the heart of the US military.
A thrifty offering for the prospective thrift-store owner...In
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economic times like these, thrift stores have seen a 35%
increase in sales in 2008; so what better time to start one?
While fairly cheap, it is complicated, however. Here, two
experts cover the entire process, including such vital topics as
how to: set up the store on a nonprofit basis; choose a
location; get funding; get the word about donations of
saleable items; recruit and manage volunteer staff; sort, price
and recycle donations. - A practical, step-by-step, approach
to the process - Troubleshooting tips and best practices that
really work - Funding by and partnering with community
organizations
It's the smash hit, all signing, all-dancing phenomenon that
has taken the world by storm. This in-depth guide reveals all
you need to know about the happiest show on TV - be
prepared to fall head over heels for Glee. Also includes
detailed recaps of all of the first 13 episodes, mini biographies
of all the cast, a sneak peek behind-the-scenes on set at
William McKinley High, complete song title listings...and so
much more!
Of the approximately 20 million veterans of the U.S. armed
forces, less than half utilize the Veteran's Health
Administration health care system. That means the majority of
veterans are receiving care from nurses and healthcare
professionals who may not be trained in treating or caring for
patients who have served in the military. This unique book
guides nurses and healthcare professionals through the
specific needs veterans can present, including but not limited
to PTSD. Topics covered include, defining military culture and
how to apply that knowledge to provide informed treatment,
transitioning from service to civilian life and the many
challenges expected during re-adjustment and re-entry,
recognizing and treating substance use disorders, identifying
suicidal behaviors and warning signs, long-term care for
elderly veterans, and many more topics unique to the
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healthcare of veterans.
This book provides an accessible guide to price index and
hedonic techniques, with a focus on how to best apply these
techniques and interpret the resulting measures. One goal of
this book is to provide first-hand experience at constructing
these measures, with guidance on practical issues such as
what the ideal data would look like and how best to construct
these measures when the data are less than ideal. A related
objective is to fill the wide gulf between the necessarily
simplistic elementary treatments in textbooks and the very
complex discussions found in the theoretical and empirical
measurement literature. Here, the theoretical results are
summarized in an intuitive way and their numerical
importance is illustrated using data and results from existing
studies. Finally, while the aim of much of the existing
literature is to better understand official price indexes like the
Consumer Price Index, the emphasis here is more practical:
to provide the needed tools for individuals to apply these
techniques on their own. As new datasets become
increasingly accessible, tools like these will be needed to
obtain summary price measures. Indeed, these techniques
have been applied for years in antitrust cases that involve
pricing, where economic experts typically have access to
large, granular datasets.
Charlie struggles to cope with complex world of high school
as he deals with the confusions of sex and love, the
temptations of drugs, and the pain of losing a close friend and
a favorite aunt.
This volume traces the modern critical and performance
history of this play, one of Shakespeare's most-loved and
most-performed comedies. The essay focus on such modern
concerns as feminism, deconstruction, textual theory, and
queer theory.
Covering a time span of 1968 to 1998, and encompassing a
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spectrum of over 14,000 items across the history of the
computer, console, accessories and software markets, the
Vintropedia 2009 Price Guide is the definitive resource to a
collector's needs.Included within are prices (in GBP),
machine specifications, regions of origin, release dates,
model names, publishing companies, old ads and more! Look
no further than Vintropedia, a guide created by collectors, for
collectors.
My Haunted Chicago book series turns 10 years old this year
(Oct 2015) and as part of that celebration I'm releasing this
fan requested special edition ahead of the regular release
due out later this year. For years you people have asked for a
family friendly entry into this series, so here it is... almost
completely devoid of my whit, charming personality, twisted
sense of humor and wicked commentary... in short a Dead
Lee book without Dead Lee. To achieve this, this book has
been aggressively edited down to a rather anemic 88
locations and 317 pages. Outside of a few stray words here
and there, this is as close to family friendly as I can get.
This one-of-a-kind reference investigates the music and the
musicians that set the popular trends of the last half century
in America. • Contains an alphabetical collection of entries
that each profile a major group and band from the past 60
years • Provides a selected discography and bibliography for
further listening and reading for each entry • Covers a wide
variety of styles from classic rock to surf rock to hip hop •
Features sidebar entries which tie together larger popular
music concepts such as the rise and influence of MTV and
the phenomenon of girl bands
Covering over 500 titles, both classics and newer
publications, this book describes what titles are about and
why teens would want to read them. Nonfiction has been the
workhorse of many young adult library collections—filling
information and curricular needs—and it is also the preferred
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genre for many teen readers. But not all nonfiction is created
equal. This guide identifies some of the best, most engaging,
and authoritative nonfiction reads for teens and organizes
them according to popular reading interests. With genres
ranging from adventure and sports to memoirs, how-to guides
and social justice, there is something for every reader here.
Similar fiction titles are noted to help you make connections
for readers, and "best bets" for each chapter are noted.
Notations in annotations indicate award-winning titles, graphic
nonfiction, and reading level. Keywords that appear in the
annotations and in detailed indexes enhance access.
Librarians who work with and purchase materials for teens,
including YA librarians at public libraries, acquisitions and
book/materials selectors at public libraries, and middle and
high school librarians will find this book invaluable. Identifies
the best and most popular new nonfiction reads for teens,
along with perennial classics, helping librarians with
acquisitions and weeding Allows YA librarians to more easily
find books their readers will enjoy through genre organization
Helps school librarians find books that fill curricular needs
through learning connections Enables readers to transition
from beloved fiction "read-alikes" to nonfiction titles with
similar appeals Introduces librarians who are new to
nonfiction genres and readers' advisory to important features
of each genre in "consider starting with" sections in each
chapter
A complete film guide to motion pictures and television shows
that pertain to the war.
Together as the most-successful husband-and-wife duo ever,
Sonny & Cher sold over 10 million singles worldwide and
topped the charts in Belgium, Canada, the Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States
with original hits Baby Don't Go, Sing C'est La Vie, Little Man
and, of course, 1960's anthem I Got You Babe. Their 3-million
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selling debut album Look At Us spent 8 consecutive weeks at
#2 on the Billboard 200 and was one of 14 hit albums by the
duo - the epitome of "super-couple". Later honoured with a
Hollywood Walk of Fame star for their television work, the
often-controversial tabloid-favourites - whom had undisputed
significance in Phil Spector's success and the folk-rock era also put their stamp on variety show history with their muchloved 1970's The Sonny & Cher Comedy Hour, which
received 19 Emmy Award nominations. Due to the lateSonny's conspicuously-crafted hits still being re-issued and
played or imitated on TV shows such as The Simpsons, Mad
Men, The Big Bang Theory and American dad!, and Cher's
outstandingly-successful career still going strong in 2016 plus son Chaz Bono's colossal amount of column inches - the
beat goes on for this legendary duo....

THIS IS NOT YOUR MOM'S GUIDE TO LIFE.
SOMETIMES BEING A GIRL SUCKS. A lot. Take it from
Ashley Rickards, star of the internationally popular MTV
show Awkward., who used to be a little awkward herself.
She's been picked on and bullied, binged and purged,
financially cut off and lived to tell the tale. But it wasn't
easy. Throughout the whole process, she felt alone,
scared, confused and sorta hungry. Sound familiar?
Well, RELAX. Ashley is here to share all kinds of stories,
advice and corny jokes to help get you through it all, kind
of like the cool big sister you never had (or wish your
sister was). Plus, professional experts like spiritual coach
Deepak Chopra, finance expert Zac Bissonnette and
celebrity trainer Lalo Fuentes offer their tricks of the
trade and behind- the-scenes secrets so you'll be wellversed in Pretty Much Everything About Everything.
You'll learn stuff like: How to discover your talents and
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go after what you really want How to eat right and work
out for your body type All the skin/hair/makeup/fashion
tips you'll ever need to look like a rock star (or other kind
of star) Decorating your room to suit your style and
organizing your crap so you're on top of lifeTips for
making, saving and spending money Getting along with
your family and friends—no drama allowed Most
important: how to learn to love yourself (seriously, guys)
Whatever you need to know, A Real Guide to Really
Getting It Together Once and for All has it all so that you
can discover your true self, define your own mold and
kick ass along the way.
China's Electronics Industry is a comprehensive and
current report on the technologies, manufacturing
capabilities, and infrastructure that have made China a
major player in the electronics industry. Not only does it
cover the past, present, and future of important
electronic technologies, but also the pros and cons of
conducting business in China. This is an important
reference for any company planning a venture in China
as well as those who have already taken their first steps.
It will also be of great interest to researchers and policy
makers who need to know more about the role of central
government in promoting strategic industries and
assisting national science and technology development.
Much of the data contained in the report is from 2006. No
country has burst onto the economic scene as
dramatically as China has in the past decade. It is the
world's largest producer of many electronic products and
has a leading edge semiconductor industry. This timely
and comprehensive report from America's leading
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authority is a critical for anyone who is interested in
working with China in the electronics field including
business managers, academics, government institutes,
foreign investors, as well as those who are interested in
the past, present and future growth of China's
Electronics Industry. If you are thinking about doing
business in china's electronics industry, you must have
this book.
Covering genres from action/adventure and fantasy to
horror, science fiction, and superheroes, this guide maps
the vast and expanding terrain of graphic novels,
describing and organizing titles as well as providing
information that will help librarians to build and balance
their graphic novel collections and direct patrons to readalikes. • Introduces users to approximately 1,000
currently popular graphic novels and manga • Organizes
titles by genre, subgenre, and theme to facilitate finding
read-alikes • Helps librarians build and balance their
graphic novel collections
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences
readers to help them master the modern world. Whether
it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and
digital technology, information on the newest cars or the
latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate
guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
With Complete Guide To United States Marine Corps
Medals, Badges And Insignia World War II To Present,
military medal expert James G. Thompson has created a
comprehensive and methodically presented
encyclopedic reference to all of the Marine Corps
decorations, medals, ribbons, badges, and military
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insignia commissioned and awarded during the Second
World War. This unique military reference guide features
colour plates of all Marine Corps medals and ribbons;
their history and award criteria; foreign awards and UN
meals given to American Marines; a complete set of
Marine ribbons in their correct order with all attachments
and devices; all Marine insignia (including officer and
enlisted rank insignia 1944 to the present day); World
War II shoulder patches; descriptions of service ID
badges, aiguillettes, should cords, etc.; detailed
information on marksmanship and trophy badges; a
guide to the correct wearing of medals, ribbons, insignia
and badges by active duty Marines and veterans;
displaying awards and insignia, even instructions on how
to claim a medal by a qualified serving Marine or
veteran. Quite simply, this book offers everything you
need to know about Marine Corps medals, badges and
insignia.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and
tools to improve their technology and their world. The
core belief that Popular Science and our readers share:
The future is going to be better, and science and
technology are the driving forces that will help make it
better.

A compassionate guide to help Gold Star parents
cope with the grief and loss of their military son or
daughter. Author Joanne Steen tackles the subject
that terrifies parents of military personnel—the death
of their son or daughter on active duty. In short, easyto-read chapters Gold Star parents find thoughtful
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explanations and trustworthy advice for coping with
military grief. Steen weaves together realistic
examples with voices of other Gold Star parents,
connecting the readers to the wisdom of those
parents who have walked in their shoes. Chapters
for relatives, friends, and professional service
providers of Gold Star parents are also included,
supplying them with what they need to know about
military loss; what to expect in the parents; and best
practices on what to say and ways to help support
them. Gold Star parents will find a path to survive
their life-changing loss and develop the resilience to
move forward. Joanne Steen has more than twenty
years’ experience in the grief and loss field, with a
specialty in military loss. She is a board-certified
counselor, instructor, Gold Star widow, and the
founder of Grief Solutions, a training company on
grief, loss and resilience. Steen is also the coauthor
of Military Widow: A Survival Guide (Naval Institute
Press, 2006)
The Rough Guide to Montenegro is the definitive
travel guide to this emerging Mediterranean
destination with clear maps and detailed coverage of
all Montenegro's best attractions. Discover
Montenegro's breath-taking highlights with stunning
photography and detailed coverage of what to see
and do in Montenegro from the mountainous
Durmitor region to the mild beaches of the Budva
Riviera, clear waters of the Skardar Lake and
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Montenegro's spectacular Adriatic coastline. You'll
find comprehensive reviews and recommendations
of the best hotels, restaurants and shops in
Montenegro for every budget, a handy language
section and accurate maps of Montenegro to help
you travel around with ease. The guide is packed
with expert guidance on Montenegro's best outdoor
activities from mountain hikes and skiing to whitewater rafting and sea kayaking. Rely on authoritative
background and full accounts of Montenegro's
history, wildlife, literature, and music with this
essential travel guide. Make the most of your holiday
with The Rough Guide to Montenegro.
In 1989 alone, for example, there were some fortyfive major motion pictures which were sequels or
part of a series. The film series phenomenon
crosses all genres and has been around since the
silent film era. This reference guide, in alphabetical
order, lists some 906 English Language motion
pictures, from 1899 to 1990, when the book was
initially published. A brief plot description is given for
each series entry, followed by the individual film titles
with corresponding years, directors and performers.
Animated pictures, documentaries and concert films
are not included but movies released direct to video
are.
Diana Prince returns to the big screen in Wonder
Woman 1984, a totally rad new adventure that will
have fans falling in love with the DC Comic
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superheroine all over again! In this gorgeously
illustrated special issue devoted entirely to the
Amazonian Princess, the editors of Entertainment
Weekly celebrates Wonder Woman in all her forms:
from her groundbreaking girl-power comic book
debut 80 years ago to the beloved 1970s TV show
starring Lynda Carter to Gal Gadot's action-star spin
on the first superheroine in 2017's Wonder Woman.
Includes: *Behind-the-scenes photos and exclusive
interviews with stars Gal Gadot, Chris Pine, Kristen
Wiig, Pedro Pascal and director Patty Jenkins*The
evolution of Wonder Woman's comic roots, from prim
skirts to go-go boots to her modern-day armor*The
surprising story of Wonder Woman's creator—the
man who dreamed up her Golden Lasso of Truth
also invented the lie-detector testand much more!
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